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Abstract. The energy consumption of the Internet accounts for approximately 1% of the world's total electricity usage, which may become one of the main constraints on its further growth. In response, we propose an evolutionary based dynamic energy management framework that reduces the overall energy consumption without degrading network performance. The main concept is to combine infrastructure sleeping with virtual router migration. During off-peak hours, the virtual routers are moved onto fewer physical platforms and the unused resources are placed in a sleep state to save energy. The sleeping physical platforms are then reawakened during busy periods. In particular, an evolutionary based algorithm called MOEA_VRM is developed to determine where to move the virtual routers in question. The algorithm is then evaluated using a multi-layer fluid flow event-driven simulator to assess its potential.






By the end of 2016, the annual global IP traffic volume is expected to be greater than one zettabyte reaching 110.3 exabytes per month [1]. This trend is driven by the significant increase in the customer population and ongoing development of all forms of the Internet-based services, especially bandwidth-intensive user applications (IPTV, P2P, VoD etc.). The unprecedented growth of the Internet brings new challenges to the Internet service providers and telecom companies. More capable and power-hungry network equipment is required to support these increasing traffic demands. There is considerable variation in the traffic load; however, the energy consumption of high performance routers is relatively unaffected by this, being unable to capitalize on lulls in demand. 
The energy consumption of the Internet accounts for about 1% of the world’s total electricity usage [2]. It is anticipated that this will increase notably over the next few years. Without the adoption of new energy efficiency approaches, energy consumption may become one of the main constraints on further growth of the Internet [3]. In response, we propose a novel dynamic energy management framework for reducing the overall network energy consumption without degrading network performance.
The Internet can be regarded as being composed of three main parts: Tier-3 access networks, Tier-2 metropolitan area networks and Tier-1 wide area networks. Our primary focus is on Tier-2 networks employing an IP over Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) architecture due to their prevalence and the transport technologies they employ [4]. The actual network is considered to be two conceptually separated networks: a substrate network and a virtualization network. In the substrate network, each node is a Physical Platform (PP) providing the hardware support for one or more virtual router (VR) instances. A virtualization network exists above the substrate network, which is composed of a set of VR instances. The virtualization network manages, configures and monitors the routing functionalities. The research goal is to move VRs onto fewer PPs and place the unused PPs in a sleep state to save energy during off-peak hours. As the traffic demand increases, the sleeping PPs are reawakened and the VRs are moved back onto these additional PPs to maintain the quality of service.
We combine two techniques: infrastructure sleeping and virtual router migration (VRM) to enable the network resources to be used in an efficient manner. Infrastructure sleeping, which enables unneeded equipment to be switched off or put into a sleep state during quiet periods, is one promising energy efficiency approach. The traffic demand in a tier-2/3 network typically has a regular diurnal pattern based on people’s activities, which is high during working hours and much lighter in hours associated with sleep [5][6]. The minimum traffic is generally about 20% to 30% of the peak load. An early position paper [7] showed that infrastructure sleeping is a feasible energy saving approach by examining the impact of sleeping on several switching and routing protocols. Later, another work by Sergui et al [8] discussed and evaluated several simple sleeping schemes by testing them with some real-world traffic workloads and topologies. The researchers [9] proposed heuristic algorithms for switching off as many nodes and links as possible based on different criteria, such as the number of nodes and the link utilization under various constraints. The traffic flows are rerouted via the remaining working nodes and links. If the network would not be able to maintain satisfactory performance after a node or a link is switched off, the node / link is left powered on. The same authors applied a heuristic algorithm based on the equipment power consumption of an actual Italian telecom core network topology and real traffic demand data [10]. The results showed that the new scheme improved the network energy efficiency up to 34% during off-peak periods. However, these algorithms are off-line algorithms requiring traffic demand information.
Despite the promise of the infrastructure sleeping technique, it has a disadvantage. When a router is switched off, the router loses its ability to exchange routing protocol signaling messages with other routers. Subsequently, the logical IP-layer topology changes when the router disappears. In consequence, this change triggers a series of reconvergence events that can cause network discontinuities and disruption. Therefore, VRM [11][12], hiding the changes in the underlying layer whist effectively turning off physical platforms, is used in our framework. A novel live migration scheme called VROOM (Virtual ROuters On the Move) [12] is proposed that allows VRs to move among different PPs without causing network discontinuities and instabilities. However, VROOM is developed for reducing the impact of planned maintenance instead of saving energy. VROOM does not consider two important issues: when to trigger VRM and how to determine the appropriate destination PP. These two issues need to be managed properly for saving energy.
In our framework a reactive mechanism is used to determine when to trigger VRM. A central management unit monitors the condition of the network. When significant changes arise, some VRs may be moved to new locations. In order to define the degree of variation, two thresholds: Busy and Quiet, are defined to distinguish three modes of an active PP: Quiet, Normal and Busy. The network condition is observed every 15 minutes for determining the appropriate time to trigger VRM. Then a multi-objective evolutionary based algorithm called MOEA_VRM is used to select the appropriate destination PP if a threshold crossing happens. The outcome of MOEA_VRM is a group of good solutions generated in a relatively short time (e.g. less than 5 minutes) considering various constraints.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The network and energy models are described in Section 2. Section 3 then provides a description of our novel dynamic energy management framework including the overall procedure, optical connection management and algorithm MOEA_VRM for selecting appropriate destination PP for VRs. This is followed by a summary of the simulation modeling in Section 4. Simulation results and an associated discussion are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2．Network and Energy Models
2.1．Network Model
The network environment (topology, traffic, routing) is an IP over Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) core network. There are effectively two networks in the framework: a substrate network and a virtualization network. Each node in the substrate network is a physical platform (PP), which is an emulation of physical router enabling management, configuration and monitoring of the routing functionality. PPs provide the hardware support for one or more virtual router (VR) instances. Above this, a virtualization network exists, which is composed of a set of VR instances interconnected via virtual links. A PP can support several VRs and the substrate network can be shared by several virtualization networks. A single virtualization network is mapped onto the substrate network in our study.

Fig.1 Core network architecture [13]
The network is thus composed of two principal layers: an IP layer and an optical layer as shown in Fig.1. In the IP layer, VRs hosted by PPs process and forward the data carried by virtual links. The DWDM transponder processing OEO capability is integrated into the PPs [14]. The optical layer provides the inter-connection between PPs via Reconfigurable Optical Add-Drop Multiplexers (ROADM). ROADMs are inter-connected with physical fiber links and are responsible for adding and dropping virtual link traffic as well as allowing transit lightpaths/optical connections to bypass PPs in the optical layer. Furthermore, amplifiers are deployed on the physical fiber links to enable optical signals to transit long distances.
2.2．Energy Model
The following components are included when considering the energy consumption:

Fig.2 Simplified physical platform block model [15]

1. Physical Platform (PP). The simplified PP model is shown in Fig.2. A PP is made up of a base system and a group of line cards. The base system includes control plane and data plane software, switch fabric, etc. We do not consider the power consumption that depends on traffic utilization. This is because the power variation related to traffic utilization is only about 10% of total in existing commercial products, which is less significant than the line card power consumption [25]. Therefore, the PP power consumption is simplified to being a sum of the base system and the line cards in the idle state [22]. We assume a line card is able to be active or asleep depending on the traffic requirements. If a PP is hosting more than one VR, more line cards are needed to support the additional routing interfaces. A PP also has active and sleep states. The power consumption of a working PP Pppw can thus be represented as:
		(1)
where Pbase denotes the PP base system power consumption.    is the number of active line cards on the PP which is dynamic depending upon the VR requirements that the PP is hosting. Plc represents the power consumption of a line card in idle state. 
  When a PP enters the sleep state, the base system and the line cards stop working except for a management module in the base system. The management module is maintained for exchanging the signaling messages which consumes a small fraction of the active base system power consumption. The power consumption of a sleeping PP Ppps is therefore:
		(2)
where  is a fraction of the base system power consumption of a PP in sleep state.
2. Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop Multiplexer (ROADM). An ROADM provides a flexible way of adding, dropping or switching any wavelength to any node. All ROADMs remain active in order to support the traffic transmission in the optical layer.
3. Optical Amplifier (OA). We assume that the energy consumption of OAs is not depending on the traffic and each OA amplifies the entire C-band.
The OA power consumption POA in a network with N nodes is thus:
		(3)
where di,j represents the physical link length between node i and node j. eOA is the power consumption of an OA,εOA is the maximum allowed link length without the need of amplification.
Each PP connects with a single ROADM. The total power consumption Ptotal of network is thus:
	(4)
whereis the number of active PPs and N is the number of ROADMs in the network. Combining (1) and (2), Ptotal can then be expressed as:
	(5)
The cumulative energy consumption, E, in an N-nodes network with virtual router migration is expressed as:
	(6)
where T is the total simulation time and ti,j is the jth VRM time of node i. Mi is the times when VRM occurs for node i. When a VRM happens, the power consumption may vary. Pi,j represents the power consumption before jth VRM time for node i and  is the power consumption after the Mith VRM and before simulation length T .
3．Dynamic Energy Management Framework
The main concept of the proposed framework is to combine virtual router migration and the turning off of some unneeded physical platforms (PPs) together with automatic optical layer management to enable resources to be used in an efficient manner. The IP-layer topology remains unchanged because of the virtual router migration (VRM). The network disruption and discontinuities are avoided when the PPs enter or leave their hibernation state.
A PP has three operating modes whilst it is active: Quiet, Normal and Busy. Two thresholds: Quiet and Busy are defined to distinguish between three modes. Two thresholds are used as a condition to trigger the VRM; they also provide hysteresis to prevent unnecessary frequent transitions. If some PPs are in the Quiet mode, and are effectively underutilized, it is preferable to consolidate their VRs on fewer remaining PPs to save energy. The sleeping PPs are then selectively reawakened when the working PP(s) cross their Busy threshold and some VRs are moved away from PPs where the traffic load is increasing to an unsustainable level. Three terms: default PP, current PP and destination PP are defined to represent the different VR locations in the network. Every VR has a default PP. Traffic that arrives from an access network is always processed by a particular VR on the default PP if there is no VRM. If a VR moves away from its default PP, some additional optical connections are needed to redirect the traffic to the remotely located VR. A current PP is where the VR is presently accommodated and the destination PP is the location selected to host the VR after a migration. A reactive mechanism is one where the system performs operations in response to some significant change in the network. For example, the system runs the destination PP selection algorithm when it receives a message that Busy or Quiet threshold(s) have been crossed. After obtaining a solution containing the appropriate VR locations, the VRs are moved to their new locations. The reactive mechanism is simple and quick.
In the remainder of this section, the dynamic energy management framework is described as follows. Firstly, the overall procedure is described. Then the optical connection management mechanism is illustrated. Finally, the destination physical platform selection algorithm called MOEA_VRM is presented.
3.1	The Overall Procedure
The overall operational procedure of the novel dynamic energy management framework is presented in Fig. 3: 

Fig. 3. Overall framework operational procedure
The first step is to collect and analyze the network conditions. A centralized operating model is used in the framework. An individual VR is not best placed itself to decide when to migrate since it does not know the overall network status. The energy management framework requires the coordinated sleeping/functioning of the PPs in a network. A centralized control unit is used for collecting and assimilating the related data and managing the migration triggering based on observed events. The control unit, which could be an adjunct to the Network Management Station, collects information from all the routers in the network using a combination of Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) get and trap messages. Typically the network state is monitored at 15-minute intervals. The information includes the VR traffic load, the PP utilization, and optical resource availability. If the system matches the migration conditions then we select the appropriate destination PPs for the VRs. The destination PP selection algorithm aims to maximize the consolidation of VRs onto as few PPs as possible given various constraints. It is necessary to determine which VRs are viable candidates to be migrated so that PP(s) can be placed in a sleep state or to determine when PP(s) need to be re-awoken to accommodate VR(s). The destination PP selection algorithm is described in Section 3.3. The optical resource availability is tested in this step. If resources are available we establish new optical connection(s). After obtaining a good solution for the destination PP locations, as appropriate, new optical connections are established for VRM. Finally the VR(s) are moved to their appropriate destination(s) based on the identified solution. Where appropriate, the corresponding PP(s) are switch off (on) and the unneeded optical connection(s) are released.
3.2	Optical Connection Management
A key constraint of our framework is to maintain the logical IP topology while saving energy by combining the infrastructure sleeping and the VRM. Some additional optical connections are needed for forwarding the traffic to the remote VRs that will perform the packet processing whilst maintaining the same logical IP topology. In the optical layer, the routing of optical connections is based on a shortest path routing algorithm in order to minimize usage of the optical resources. Three types of optical connections are established and released dynamically in the VRM process. The first type is the optical connection between current PP to destination PP to transmit the VR instance. The optical connection is then released when migration finishes. Secondly, some optical connections are established from the default PP to destination PP if VR is moved away from its default location. The last type of optical connection is to inter-connect the VR with other directed connected VRs according to the layer-3 IP topology. The old optical connections are released when the VRM completes.
Fig. 4. Example scenario (a) before and (b) after virtual router migration showing the need for additional optical connections
Fig. 4 provides an example illustrating how and why the architecture places additional demands on the optical connectivity resources. The example shows the path taken by the traffic before and after VRM has taken place. Fig. 4(a) shows the path taken by traffic from host A to host B which passes through the VR 1, 2, 3, 4 on PP A, B, C, D, respectively. Assuming the traffic volume of PP A is relatively light, VR 1 is moved to PP C and then PP A is allowed to sleep. Therefore, VR 1 and VR 3 are hosted in the same PP. In order to ensure VR 1 and VR 3 remain logically separate from each other, extra optical connections are added. Conversely, if this was not the case, and VR 1 and VR 3 were made be visibly adjacent to each other at IP Layer, the logical topology would be affected. By permitting information to flow directly between them, they would exchange routing information and thus result in a change leading to a reconvergence event. Fig.4 (b) shows that one optical connection now forwards traffic from customer (Host A) directly to the new location of VR 3 without passing through the Layer-3 functionality of PP B. A new connection is then used to send traffic from VR 1 to VR 2. The location and number of optical connections that must be created is determined by the location of where the VR migrates to and the number of Layer-3 interconnections that the VR possesses. Therefore, a migration to a remote location imposes an associated cost by requiring additional optical connections when the VR is moved to the destination PP. This is a multi-commodity problem as although it is beneficial to pack multiple VR instances onto the same PP, the additional optical resources it consumes offsets this benefit.
3.3	Destination Physical Platform Selection
3.3.1 Problem Description and Constraints
Another important consideration in the framework is how to select the appropriate PPs to move the VRs to, given various constraints. We need to determine which VRs are viable candidates to be migrated so that some PPs can be placed in their sleep state during off-peak hours or to determine when the PPs need to be re-awoken ready to accommodate VRs during busy periods. 
To make the migration smooth, several constraints are considered. Firstly, the current PP and destination PP should be compatible with each other. If two PPs are not compatible, the VR may not be able to run on the destination PP. We assume that all PPs are homogeneous. If PPs have different parameters, such as fabric switch capacity and number of physical interfaces, these parameters are considered as restrictions when assigning VRs to PPs. Secondly, the destination PP should be able to accommodate new VR(s) without detrimentally impacting the performance of any VRs it is currently hosting. Thirdly, the optical resource must be able to support the new network configuration. The wavelength continuity constraint is taken into consideration so OEO conversion is not permitted in pass-through optical connections. This requires there to be sufficient optical channels of the same wavelength to transit the traffic flows to the remote VR(s); if not, the migration cannot take place.
3.3.2 Why a Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm?
An algorithm is needed In order to solve the destination physical platform selection issue. Based on the problem description, the algorithm has two requirements. Firstly, it requires reducing the energy consumption during off-peak hours. Maximizing the consolidation of VRs onto as few PPs as possible for a given traffic demand without degrading the network performance is preferred. Then, the surplus PPs can be placed in the sleep state to save energy. Secondly, it requires minimizing the VRM cost. For simplicity, the hop-distance is used to determine the VRM cost. Furthermore, an algorithm is required to meet the following conditions:
1. The algorithm should obtain reasonable solutions across different scenarios. The two objectives measuring the potential solutions are neither totally consistence nor in competition. Whether a solution is “good” depends on the particular network scenario. For example, a solution that saves large amount of energy may also have a large VRM cost during off-peak hours.
2. The algorithm must be able to provide a reasonable solution in a relatively short time, such as 5 minutes or less. If the calculation is too slow, the network conditions may change significantly whilst a solution is being sought.
3. The algorithm should generate a group of viable solutions providing more opportunities for VRM. The optical resource availability is not considered in the destination PP selection algorithm due to the computational complexity. The optical resource availability limits the possibility of VRM. Therefore, a group of solutions offer more chances for a viable VRM.
Considering the requirements above, an algorithm based on multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) called MOEA_VRM is developed. Evolutionary algorithm represents a class of stochastic optimization methods that use biologically inspired mechanisms like mutation, crossover, natural selection, and “survival of the fittest” in order to refine a set of solution candidates iteratively. MOEAs use evolutionary methods [16] to solve the problems involving multiple conflicting objectives and an intractably large and highly complex search space. There is no single solution being able to simultaneously optimize all the conflicting objectives. Therefore, the aim of MOEAs is to obtain a set of Pareto optimal solutions. A solution is Pareto optimal/nondominated when none of the objective function values can be improved without degrading some of the other objective function values. Without any predefined conditions, all nondominated solutions are equally good. A solution can be selected later based on a user-defined criterion. However, sometimes it is not realistic to obtain all Pareto-optimal solutions if solutions are continuous. Therefore, the aim of MOEA_VRM is to find a group of good solutions in a relatively short time that are close to Pareto optimal solutions. 

Fig. 5. Multi-objective evolutionary algorithm flowchart
3.3.3 The MOEA_VRM Algorithm
The general MOEA procedure is shown in Fig. 5. MOEAs work on a group of potential solutions called a population. A candidate solution is also called an individual or a chromosome in the MOEA algorithm. We use these terms inter-changeably. MOEAs typically start with a population generated by a random method or a predefined scheme. The population is then refined iteratively by employing two basic principles: selection and reproduction. The selection mechanism mimics the fierce competition for survival in the natural world. The fittest ones survive and produce the offspring. The reproduction mechanism, including mutation and crossover genetic operators, imitates the process of producing offspring, sharing the genetic information between parents’ chromosomes and potentially changing the gene in a random manner. When MOEAs reach a stopping criterion, for example, a predefined maximum generation count, a group of the best solutions found up until that point is obtained. Note that MOEA is a generic mechanism that has to be customized to the particular problem. The following sections describe the important components of MOEA_VRM. 
• Individual Representation and Viable Test
A decimal representation is used in MOEA_VRM. An individual stands for one solution indicating a possible mapping of VRs onto PPs. The number of VRs determines the length of an individual chromosome. The index of a gene indicates the name of a VR and the allele (numeric value of that gene) represents the name of the PP that holds the corresponding VR. An example representation of an individual “1122” is shown in Fig.6. It is clear that there are 4 VRs and 2 PPs in the network. VR1 and VR2 are running on the PP1 because gene 1 and gene 2 have the value 1. By the same rule, we see that VR3 and VR4 are assigned to PP2.

Fig. 6. An example individual chromosome
A random method is used to generate the individual. However, not all of generated individuals are viable when considering migration constraints such as the destination PP, as this should have enough resource to accommodate VRs and working PPs cannot be considered if they are in their Busy state. To make sure an individual satisfies various constraints, a viability test is applied. Failing individuals are eliminated.  
• Initialization
Create an initial population with k randomly generated individuals, where k is a predefined population size value and then generate an empty secondary population holding the nondominated solutions. 
• Evaluation and objective functions
Each solution is evaluated by two objective functions as follows:
a) Power Consumption
The power consumption of each individual is calculated using Equation 5.
b) VRM Cost
The VRM cost comprises two components. In this investigation, the migration cost is only considered in terms of the additional optical resources consumed. For simplicity, the migration cost is measured in terms of hop-distance.
The first migration cost component considers the additional optical resources from a default PP to its destination PP. The longer the distance between the default PP and the destination PP, the larger is the associated cost. We obtain the hop distance between two PPs by the function d(x1,x2), where x1 and x2 denote the two PPs concerned. The first migration cost component Cost_a is
		(7)
where x0 is the default PP and xd is the destination PP for a VR.
The second cost component takes into account the distance from current PP to destination PP. If current PP and destination PP is far away from each other, it will use a longer optical channel to transmit the VR instance. The second cost component for a VR is Cost_b:
		(8)
where xcurrent is current PP. The overall migration cost of a moved VR i is thus:
	 (9)
where  is a weight of two migration cost components.
Therefore, the migration cost, MC, of a solution can be represented as:
		(10)
where N is the number of VRs in the network.
• Fitness Assignment
The solutions are assessed using a fitness function and assigned a fitness value reflecting their quality in the population. There are several strategies to assign the fitness value, such as aggregation-based, criterion-based and Pareto-based. We apply the fitness assignment as in SPEA2 [17], i.e. on the basis of Pareto dominance. SPEA2 considers both the number of dominating and dominated solutions for each solution. SPEA2 ranks the solutions using two methods: dominance rank and dominance count to determine the fitness values. Dominance rank records the number of solutions by which a solution is dominated. Dominance count then uses the number of solutions dominated by a certain solution to determine the fitness value. 
• Selection Mechanism
The selection mechanism chooses some individuals from the current population to be parent individuals in the mating pool to reproduce the offspring. Popular selection mechanisms include fitness proportionate selection and tournament selection. MOEA_VRM employs tournament selection which chooses the winners in the tournaments whose participants are chosen randomly from the population.
•Environmental Selection
  Environmental selection determines which solutions in the population form the secondary population for retaining the nondominated solutions from the current generation. In SPEA2, environmental selection is used for updating the secondary population. The secondary population size is constant in each generation. The strategy to form the new secondary population is as follows: Firstly, all the nondominated solutions in the main population and current secondary population are copied into the next generation secondary population. The following step is divided into three situations depending on the secondary population size and number of nondominated solutions. If the nondominated solution number is equal to secondary population size, the secondary population updating finishes. If nondominated solution number is smaller than the required secondary population size, the remaining places in the secondary population are occupied by the best dominated solutions from the current secondary population. If the secondary population size is larger than the number of nondominated solutions, excess nondominated solutions are eliminated from the secondary population. The more density the solution is, the earlier it will be deleted from the archive.
•Mating Selection
  Mating selection determines which solutions are chosen to form the mating pool to reproduce the offspring. The mechanism is the tournament selection with replacement. Two solutions are randomly selected in the secondary population. The better one is put into the mating pool.
•Reproduction 
The crossover mechanism is used to share genetic information from two or more parents to generate the offspring. The rate of crossover is controlled by a crossover probability. In the binary representation, there are many kinds of crossover such as: one-point crossover, two-point crossover and uniform crossover. For real coded algorithms (such as decimal and floating point representation), the performance of traditional crossover methods is poor. Therefore, many efficient real-coded crossover operators, such as arithmetical crossover, geometrical crossover and BLX-α crossover [18] [19] have been proposed. BLX-α crossover is used in MOEA_VRM. A mutation mechanism is also used for maintaining the genetic diversity from one generation to another. For each gene in a chromosome, a uniform random number is generated between the interval [0, 1]. If the random variable is smaller than the user-defined mutation probability, the gene can be modified. Mutation operators may alter one or more gene values in a chromosome.
Fig.7.An example of solutions migration in MOEA_VRM

•An Example of MOEA_VRM Solutions
An example of the trend in solutions in the objective space over increasing numbers of generations is shown in Fig.7. It is clear to see that with increasing generations, the solutions tend to move towards the lower left corner, from red squares to blue diamonds. As we can see the speed of convergence is not uniform. It appears that the algorithm makes less substantial progress converging to better solutions with increasing generation count.
4. Simulation Modeling
There are various ways the new framework could be simulated including the use of existing commercial software or building a new specific simulator. Since our framework is novel, no suitable protocol or architectural models exist in commercial software; these would have to be created. However, we also needed a means of simulating packet flows over high-speed optical links over many hours. This is not feasible with a traditional packet-level simulator. Instead we constructed a new hybrid fluid flow / packet simulator that could achieve this and possess all the features we require. This simulation tool was created using C++ on Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 and enabled us to evaluate the performance of the new dynamic energy management framework over many hours of simulated time.
Two network topologies are used in the study: a simple 6-node 8-link network (6N8L) and a NSFNET (14N21L). The data traffic is modeled as time-varying flows. Although traffic is stochastic in nature giving rise to significant variation about the mean flow rate, in our case, we are dealing with aggregated flows over a relatively long time-frame. Under these circumstances it is common to represent the traffic using a fluid approximation [20][21]. Each pair of peering nodes in the network has a similar traffic pattern. For simplicity, a sinusoidal function [9] is used to model the changes in the traffic flows.
	(11)
where  is the average amount of traffic going from source node s=1,…,N to destination node d=1,…,N. f0 is a time related parameter.  is a parameter to control off-peak hour traffic percentage to the peak time traffic. For example, if the off-peak traffic is equal to 30% of the peak hour traffic, the value of  is 0.3.
5. Simulation Results and Discussion
All the PPs are homogeneous. PPs have a 1 Tbps switch fabric capacity and support a maximum of 16 active line cards. Unless otherwise stated, the threshold for the Quiet mode is 30% of PP capacity and Busy mode is 90%. Initially, each VR runs on its default PP. The fiber is unidirectional. Each fiber contains 40 channels and each channel capacity is 40 Gbps. The parameter values used in MOEA_VRM are shown in Table.1. The maximum number of generations is used as the terminating condition. A one-day “warm up” period is used to allow the simulation to reach a stable state, so the first day data is excluded from the results. The power consumption data are taken from existing commercial products. Table 2 shows the power consumption of the equipment modeled [22-24].





Max. Number of generations	2000	20000
Simulation length	10 days	10 days

Table 2. Power Consumption of the Network Architecture
Parameter	Power Consumption (W)





5.1	Impact of Traffic Load


Fig. 8. Energy consumption per hour with different traffic load a) in a 6N8L network, b) in a 14N21L network
A set of experiments with varying traffic load between each node pair in a 6N8L network and a 11N14L network have been carried out to evaluate the impact of load on the new dynamic energy management framework in Fig.8a and Fig.8b. The results show the energy consumption per hour during the fifth day of simulation. The traffic is generated based on a sinusoidal wave function. Therefore, peak hours are around hour 16 to hour 22 and off-peak hours are hour 02 to hour 08. The red line represents a baseline scheme, which has no Virtual Router Migration (VRM) capability, providing the upper limit of energy consumption per hour.
In Fig.8a, it is clear to see the load characteristics follow a similar trend. The energy consumption reaches a maximum value during peak hours and minimum value during off-peak hours. The 20 Gbps scenario, which is a straight line, is different from other cases. This is because at 20 Gbps the peak hour traffic is only around 35% of PP capacity, which is close to Quiet threshold. We find that during the first day, VRs have been consolidated onto fewer PPs and these working PPs subsequently remain in their normal state as the traffic load varies. Therefore, VRs run on the same PPs for the remainder of the simulation and there is no change of energy consumption. Similar Trend is found in Fig.8b.


Fig. 9. Energy saving with different traffic load a) in a 6N8L network, b) in a 14N21L network
Fig. 9a and Fig.9b show the energy saving for different traffic loads for nine days simulation. It is clear to see that with a higher traffic load, the percentage energy saving decreases. It implies that in a busier network, it is more difficult to obtain energy saving because it has less opportunities to consolidate VRs onto fewer PPs.
Fig. 10 shows the average number of VRM events across 9 days excluding the first day’s data in a 6N8L network. For the 20 Gbps scenario, because VRs have been moved in the first day and all working PPs are in the Normal mode, no further VRM happens. As the traffic load increases from 20 to 45 Gbps, the number of VRM increases. Based on the 20, 30 and 40 Gbps scenario results shown earlier in Fig.8, more VRMs arise as the traffic load increases (e.g. from hour 10 to hour 14). Some VRs are moved from PPs that are busy and more PPs are reawakened. Therefore, as the load increases, PPs are more likely to enter their Busy mode and thus trigger VRMs away from these busy PPs. For the 45 and 50 Gbps scenarios in Fig. 7, the number of VRMs reaches a maximum value. We can see all PPs are reawakened to run VRs in peak hours (Fig.8a, 50 Gbps curve). As the average traffic load increases further to 60 Gbps, number of VRM decreases. This is because in a very busy network, there are fewer chances of VRM consolidation during the “quiet” periods.
Fig.10 Average number of VRMs versus load in a 6N8L network
Fig. 11. Quiet threshold impact a) in a 6N8L network b) in a 14N21L network
5.2	Impact of Quiet and Busy Thresholds 
We investigate the effect of adjusting the Quiet and Busy thresholds in Fig.11 and Fig.12. Fig. 11a and Fig.11b show the energy saving versus the Quiet threshold with the Busy threshold fixed at 80% of capacity. It indicates that the energy saving percentage goes up with the increasing Quiet threshold. This is because a configuration with higher Quiet threshold allows PPs to remain in their Quiet mode for longer periods. A longer consolidation time leads to greater energy saving. Similarly, for the Busy threshold impact in Fig. 12a and Fig.12b, the higher the Busy threshold the bigger the energy saving. A low Busy threshold causes a PP to enter the Busy mode sooner, triggering the reawakening of other PPs and thus shortening the consolidation periods. However, a high Busy threshold brings with it a higher risk of traffic loss. If traffic is bursty and increases quickly before a PP enters the Busy state close to the switch fabric capacity, the PP switch maybe overwhelmed and incur traffic loss before VRM can take place. For example, when the Busy threshold is 0.95 in the scenario considered, traffic loss is experienced.   
Fig. 12. Busy threshold impact a) in a 6N8L network b) in a 14N21L network

5.3	Number of Occupied Optical Channels
In Fig.13, we explore the number of occupied optical channels with six configurations for three levels of average traffic load. The number of occupied optical channels is recorded every 15 minutes during the fifth day. The results include a baseline configuration (Configuration 1) which yields the minimum number of optical channels used as there is no migration permitted, and five MOEA_VRM settings with the two-part cost weightings as given in Table 3. The new dynamic algorithm is expressed as MOEA_VRM (a, b). a and b stand for the weighted parameters of two cost terms Cost_a and Cost_b. The first term is based on the VR distance from the default PP location; the second is the VR distance from its current PP location. The sum of a and b is 1. In configurations 2 and 6, only one cost term is considered by MOEA_VRM. In Configuration 2 and 3, the a value is larger than b indicating that Cost_a term is more important than Cost_b. The two terms are equivalent in Configuration 4. Cost_b term is more significant than Cost _a in Configuration 5 and 6.
In Fig.13a, b and c, the number of occupied optical channels in Configuration 1 fluctuates with the daily traffic load. The number of occupied channels for all the remaining configurations is higher than that of Configuration 1. This is because when VRs are moved to remote PPs leaving their default PP, more optical channels are needed for transmitting the traffic to the new locations​[1]​.










Fig.13. Number of occupied optical channels for configurations shown in Table 3 for average traffic loads of: a) 20 Gbps, b) 40 Gbps, c) 55 Gbps
Among configurations 2 to 6, those with a lower Cost_a value result in a higher number of occupied channels. The Cost_a term represents the hop distance from default PP to the destination PP. When the weighted parameter of Cost_a increases, the algorithm is searching for solutions that are close to the VRs’ default location which reduces the number of additional optical channels from the default PPs to destination PPs.
The number of occupied optical channels in configurations 2 to 6 is different among the three levels of traffic load. In a network with low traffic load (Fig. 13a), VRs have been located onto fewer PPs and network is in a stable state. Therefore, there is little VRM throughout the day (Fig. 7). Even so the number of occupied optical channels fluctuates with the daily traffic load. Configurations 2 to 5 have similar performance and Configuration 6 is the worst. This is because in Configuration 6, Cost_a term is zero and the hop-distance from a default PP and a destination PP is not considered in MOEA_VRM. The MOEA_VRM may obtain solutions that are far away from VRs’ default location which consume more optical channel resource from default PPs to destination PPs. Fig.13b shows the number of occupied channels in a network at medium traffic load. Configurations 2 to 4 have similar performance. We can see Configuration 6 also has the worst performance compared with other configurations. Configuration 5 has a better performance than that of Configuration 6 when Cost_a term is considered in MOEA_VRM. In a busier network (Fig.13c), there are again few VRM opportunities. Configurations 2 to 4 consume the same number of occupied optical channels as Configuration 1 during peak hours (hour 2-12). The similar results between Configurations 2 to 4 in Fig.13a, b and c indicate that if the Cost_a term weighting is larger or equal to the Cost_b weighting value, the resulting performance is similar. Based on this observation, in order to decrease the number of occupied optical channels used, it is necessary for the Cost_a weighting to be higher than that of the Cost_b term.
5.4	Number of Hops in the Optical Layer
The hops in the optical layer for 6 configurations given in Table 3 for different average traffic loads are presented in Fig.14. By applying the VRM framework, the Layer-3 topology remains unchanged whilst the optical layer is adjusted to allow the traffic to be forwarded appropriately to the VRs current locations. When the traffic goes through a ROADM, the hop count is incremented by one. The hop number of Configuration 1 for 3 different traffic loads remains the same because no VRM took place so the hop count is equal to the shortest path hop count. When using VRM in Configuration 2 to 6, the hop count increases variously according to the configurations. Configuration 2, 3 and 4 have similar hop counts. Configuration 6 has the worst hop count performance. The results reflect a similar observation concerning the number of occupied optical channels in Fig.13. When VRs are far away from their default PPs, the traffic is transmitted on a longer path which increases the end-to-end latency of the traffic.
Fig.14. Number of hops for configurations shown in Table 3 for different average traffic loads 

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, an evolutionary algorithm based dynamic energy management framework is proposed for IP over DWDM core networks. Infrastructure sleeping and virtual router migration approaches are combined to reduce the overall network energy consumption during off-peak periods. Virtual router migration is used for preventing changes in the IP-layer topology to avoid the discontinuities and service disruption when PPs enter or leave their sleep state. 
  The two significant questions are considered given various constraints, namely: when to trigger the VRM and where to move to the VRs to? A reactive mechanism is used to trigger the VRM by monitoring the network state and a new algorithm called MOEA_VRM is developed to select the appropriate destination physical platform(s). A new individual representation and dual objective functions are developed in the algorithm. The paper also provides details of the dynamic energy management framework. Simulation results show that the ability of dynamic energy management scheme to save energy depends on many factors, such as quiet and busy thresholds and traffic load. In addition, more optical channel resources are needed in order to transmit the traffic to remotely located VRs; by adjusting the migration cost terms we can influence the selected migration location. We can try to keep migrations close to the default PP location and/or close to the site currently accommodating the VR(s).
In this work, a reactive mechanism is employed for triggering the virtual router migration, particularly as the migration latency is relatively small (less than 1 minute). However, we are currently exploring a proactive mechanism to trigger virtual router migration in anticipation of significant traffic demand changes as well as to make use of historical data when determining where to migrate VRs to.
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^1	  The number of optical channels used by a connection is considered to be equivalent to the number of hops it has to traverse. Moving a VR to a more remote location thus consumes more optical resource. 
